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.'MEMBERS OF GENERAL *COUNCIL
STATE NORMAL GOOD MAN
1 POWERHOUSE
U4
S.
COURT
I CANNOT SELL TO THE CM
INSTITUTIONS CONE TO REST
DEEDS OVER!
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Lcuisville Judge Grants Injunction
"A'a"o*A4s ?ayment of Bill to Firm Employing a Councilman.
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BIDS MAY 7TH FROM DIFFERENT CITIES.

POLICE FORCE SHIFTED
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TRANSACTziass., CONTINUED.

Judge Evans Announces
COURT DECIDES THAT CHARTER PROHIBITS SMALL ORAL
He Will
ORDERS AS WELL AS FORMAL
•
Grant
CONTRACTS—NO
Temporary Injunction
BAD Delegation From Bowli
ng Green, Was One of This City's Most
Hon- John L. Walston Confer
FAITH IS SHOWN, BUT THAT DOES NOT EFFECT THE
4
red
Power
Against City.
Took Crowd Down There and
orable Men and His Departure
OPERATION OF THE LAW.
of Attorney to T. L. Easle
y—
Entertained Them.
Grieves Many.
Marriage Licenses Issued.
Yesterday morning at the
Judge Miller Saturday, says the against the payment, and the defense
States courtrooms on secon United
d fluor
Louisville Post handed dawn an opin- answered that the rule, that a councilof the postoffice, Judge
Prifessor E. G. Payne of the High
Walter
ion granting the injunction asked in man must not be interested in any
Yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock
Evans opened his-, spring
Yesterday there was filed for
term of •
the case of Charles N. Jacques contract with the city or be an offi- school of this city, returned Sun= there was laid to rest in Oak Grove
record in the county clerk's
office .a federal court his spring term of
against the city. The opinion stuns cer or employe of any firm with day from Bowling Green and Frank- cemetery, one of this city's best
possibly tomorrow.
document wherein the Paducah
-•
pap the subject matter briefly as fol- which his board makes a contract, fort Ky., where he and the balance known and most sterling
City
men,
Mr.
Railw
The must important local
ay
of
compa
the
ny transfers to the
lows, fully explaining the nature of does not apply here, since the orders
. state normal college corn- Charles Holliday, a mail carrier for
cases
were those against Curtis
Paducah Light and Power compa
the action:
were small ones, made by the city mission, held their meetings. As re- the Paducah postoff
ny
Ingra
m
ice. The fun- for $5 and other
"The plaintiff, Jacques, a citizen without Coder's knowledge and tran- suit of their deliberations they dc- eral was
considerations. and Henry ,Davis, charged with
a very large one, attended three
pieces of property on Norith manufacturing and passing counterand tax-payer of the city of Louis- sacted by the city buyer.
cided that by ltlay 7th. all cities by t!:
Liights Templar, Masons Second
ville, seeks to restrain the city and its
ever the commonwealth wanting and
street, one piece on Jeffer- feit dollars.' Ingram confessed and
ladies of the Eastern Star, with son,
Judge 2411er says that if small oral one
officers from paying $350.80 to the
and
the powernouse and ma- m as given one year in the penitenof the taro contemplated insti- all of which
secret organizations chinery. Hereto
Bradley & Gilbert Company for sup- contracts could escape the rule ap- tutions, should have their
fore the Paducah tiary, while the case against Davis
proposi- the deceased affiliated.
Rev. W. E. City Railway company
plies furnished the city by said com- plied to large contracts made more tions in, as at that date
anothe
controlled was continued until the next term,
r
Cave conducted the services at the
pany upon the ground that one of the formally, the intent of the law .could session will be held
the
street
car
company, and power- his bondrplaced at $2,000, in default
at Louisville First Presbyterian
defendants, George H. Coder, a mem- be defeated by the breaking up of all ; for purpos
church, while at house on North
e
of
openi
ng
the
Second street. of which he was placed in county
sealed
the grave his brethren had charge.
ber of the general council of the city 11..rge contracts into small ones. He
When
Stone
& Webster bought the jail.
proposals, and deciding where the
Mr. Holliday has been in bad
lb( Louisvilk, is a salaried bookkeeper bolds that the fact of Coder's being colle
A. W. Lewis was given a contin
plants
,
they
f
es
shall
separa
be
ted the properon
locate
counc
d.
the board of
ilmen, and j.n
health for several years past, but
of the Bradley & Gilbert Company.
uance on the charge of using
ties, puttiog the street car compa
the
firm
Bradle
defeat'
of
Gilber
y
s
&
t,
ny
s
The answer further shows that said
All members of the commission, with strong will battled against the in name of
the Paducah Traition canceled postage stamp.
Coder is in effect a stockholder in the the contract.
were present at Frankfort Thursday, infirmity and was confined to hisbel company,
while
the Powerhouse and • Dick Rowling was given a postCompa
Wadley & Gilbert
ny. His
Judge Miller adds tshat the evidence with exception of State Senato for only a few days at a time, until
r
apparatus was incorporated and in- ponement of the charge of
stock has not yet been paid for or does not raise any implication of bad Watson of Louisa,
boot
five
months ago when his condition cluded
Ky. The meetin the Paducah Light and legging, while there was filed away
&slivered to him, though it has been faith. but shows that there was no ing was
becam
e
critica
l and woull not per- Power compa
held in the morning at the
ny. Now the Paducah a similar indictment agginst James
set aside and held for him."
bad faith. This, however, does not office of Supt. James
Fuqua of public mit him leaving the house. His ail- City Railway compa
ick and James Carmen.
The case was submitted on the mo- affect the operation of the law, and instru
ny deeds the
ction for this state, while in ment was stomach trouble, and he powerhouse
For bootlegging Curti. ,Sones and
fon of the plaintiff for an injunction th injunction is granted.
groun
ds
and
mechanism
the afternoon the commission gath- gradually grew worse until claimed to the
Huston Hammond got sixty
light
and
power
compa
ny,
days
-in
by
the Grim Reaper Sunday afterered at the Capitol Hotel. Mr. B.
each in jail, and Sioo fine each.
order to get it in the name of
the
A
M. Arnett 'of Nicholasville was noon at 2:30 'clock, at his resi- Utter.
like charge against George
Malone
elected president of the board, and dence No. 527 South Sixth street.
Property on the Boswell road la was filed away, and one against Will
June 3oth, 18S, the deceased was
Supt. Morris of the Covington pubthe county has been sold to Nanui Diggs continued. The latter is
ace
CHIEF COLLINS SAYS NO CUT lic schools, the secretary.
The born in Caledonia, Ill., but when G. Ruse by Charles E. Jennin
gps and cused of selling beer upon the
live
years
cities
of
age
biddin
g
moved
for
the
to
colleg
this city C. C. Rose, for $1 and other
es will
MUST BE MADE ON BROADconsid- famous street car "trolley ride"
send their propositions to the secre- with his parents, and has ever eratio
WAY OR DEPOT.
taken by negroes over the city
ns
last
MR. HERMAN SNOW'S CONDItary who will present all at the since made it his permanent home.
year.
Power
of Attorney
Growing to manhood he entered the
Louisv
ille
sessio
n
May
7th.
Lon Rollings got thirty days for
There was lodged with clerk yesTION
DOES
YET
NOT
cooperage business, but
Chief James Collins of the police
sixteen terday a document in
destioying a U. S. mail box down in
After the Frankfort
gather
ing
whith
John
years ago accepted the position of T.
force, returned Sunday from Hot Thurs
JUSTIFY IT.
Walston conferred power of at- Ballard county. He serves his time
day broke up, a large eslega- mail
Springs, Ark., where he had been tion
carrier •end had constantly torney
in the Ballard county jail.
of Bowling Green people took
to T. L. Easley.
filled that place until his ailment
for the ,past week attending the an- the
Henry .Elliott failed to appear to
commissioners to that city, and
Liesoss
prevented futitter work.
Mem.
nual convention of the Police Chiefs showe
answe
r the bootlegging charge, and
d them
The
around
.
cerkl
Bowli
ng
has' issued marriage
There was never truer and more
Excursion Train to Memphis Re- Nstional association, several hun- Green wants one of the colleg
his $4coo bond was declared forlicens
es
to
the
es
follow
ing:
consistent frieed to all his acquaintGeorge M.
dred being present; He 'reports one end has
feited.
offered a fine building and ances
turned This Morning—Pay Car
than Charles Holliday whose Conner, of Tiptouville, Tenn., and
of the most instruitive and enter- other
Edward Lezinsky was indicted on
inducements for its location
Ciara
Bertha
Kettla
r, of this city,
sterling and generous qualities were
taining gatherings for years. Lieu- there.
the
charge of piloting a steamboat
No
decisi
both
Comes in Today.
on though will be never
of legal are; Roy S. Ballowe.
tenant Thomas Potter remains there reache
known to fail. He was a
withou
t federal license.
d as to where the institutions
aged
20
and
This bill
Addie H. Miller, aged
man of lofty and- exceedinly honorfor inflammatory rheumatism, and will be
was re-submitted to the grand jury
stationed, until all bids are
17
of
this
city.
Isothe
r 24. Bailey,
able qualifications that befitted him
wea feeling better when the chief canvas
which then ignored it.
sed next month at the Falls
for the position he occupied in this aged 20 and Alice Turner, aged 19
let for home.
Joe St. John, a river engineer, was
City.
of
this
city.
Chief Surgeon Murrell is undecidcommunity where he was widely
fined $too for acting pilot of a
getting back the chef was ac.)n
td as to whether h. will have to
known and dearly loved. He was as
steamboat without a pilot's license.
quainted with the action of the
.operate on Mr. Herman Snow who
true as steel and looked up to by
The judge then suspended the fine,
police commissioners
in
cuttin
g
is suffering from appendicitis. He is
all alike, who found in him a cherpending St. John's attempt to get
clown the force to eighteen men.
ished friend and reliable companthe chef clerk to Roadmaster Hill at
pardoned by the president.
When the commissioners effected
Fulton and was brought here last
ion, always doing whatever was
A fine of $too was made against
the decrease, they ordered that the
week for treatment in the hospital.
right and commendable.
ORDE
RS
REFU
T. E. -Buckingham, who piloted a
NDED
Sl000 TO
cat, which took off three men, be
At first it looked as if an operation
January 5th, 1881 Mr. Holiday
EAST TENNESSE TELboat, but had no license to do so.
made on the Broadway and Union
was necessary immediately, but enwas
united in marriage in this city
PHON
E
CO.
The
bootlegging
depot
beats,
but
Chief
Collin
does
indictment
s
couraging symptoms have evidenced
to his wife, who was Miss Georgia
against J. G. West was continued.
WALT
not
'agree
ER
with
the
board,
saying
RHOD
ES
NOW
UN- '
themselves.
Sanders, and as result of the union,
Six months in jail and $too line.
CONSCIOUS AT RIVERthat it is absolutely necessary for
he
leaves
beside
,
s
Errgal
his
bereft
oymet
of
widow
Attorn
sea given each W. H. Taylor and
,
eys
Corbett and
SIDE HOSPITAL.
patrolenen to be both down in the
Eseursionists Back.
three children, Mr. George Holliday
Puryear and Engineer Alford,
V. alter Greer for selling
city and out about the depot, in the
liquor
Walter. the 8-year-old son of Mr. withou
of
the Dr. John Oehlschlaeger
Confi
rmed—
Light
Commi
tThi• morning early there returned same number as heretofore, four for
t a license.
H.
C.
Rhode
pharm
s,
tee
acy
is
Will
confined in a private .The bootlegging charge
of SSixth and Broadway,
Get Figures for
from Memphis, Tenn., the excur- cach district, or two for each watch
s against
Master Brooks Holliday, and Mrs. ward at Riverside hospital, as a result Grant'„Clark
Enlarging Plant.
sion run out of here at to o'clock of twelve hours.
and Linde Murphy,
of
being
knock
ed
in
Ivo
the
Pettit, latter wife of the popuhead with a were cotenintied.
Sunday morning for that city, over
the latter being in
In re-arranging his force to cover
lar American Express company at- big rock yesterday evening shortly the peniteNsry
the I. C. It took ten coaches to the entire city the chief made the
for
robbing a man
after
6
o'cloc
k
near
his
home on Jef- here in
Last evening at the council meet- tache. The sincerest sympathy is
carry the 234 people who went out decrease on the Third street beat
Pad • h.
ing it was ordered that the city pay tendered to the family by the en- ferson just beyond Thirteenth street. The
on the trip .
embezzlement charge against
The missile was thrown by MicCla
and Court street beat. The re- back to
in,
the East Tennessee Tele- tire yty.
Here Attending Court.
theti-year-old son of Mt. Robert Mitt G. Cope was postponed until
arrangement went into effect yester- phone Compa
ny the $3,00e collected
Hr. Holliday was one of the most
the next term, as' was the indictConductors breed Shaw and C. day and instead of Third street hav- from
this concern by the city eigh- prominent secret order men of this Mitchell, the grain man who resides
at
Wtchell,
1225
Civil
Engineers
Jeffer
son
Phil ing two men for each watch, it has teen months ago. The order to
street. The surgeons ment against Sam Sweeney, who is
pay city, at the time of death being had to remov
DrerInen and C. J. Harrington. and (Ally one now, Officer Mike Dugan back was upon
e
severa
l large pieces of accused of robbing a registered
advice of City Solici- secretary of the Paducah Lodge
No. bone from the head' of the Rhodes letter of money.
Mr. Wilson Phillips, are here from being by himself on there.between tor James Campbell,
Jr.,and Hon. 127, F. and A. M., ,secretary
of the boy who was unconscious nearly all
,Louisville attending federal court. noon and m'dnight, while Patrol- Hal S. Corbett, who are the
There was dismissed the charge'
attor- Paducah Chapter, secretary (A
the of last night, but was resting easily accusing Ben Coley
All arssI. C. railroad people.
man James Brennan goes on by neys representing the city in the case Paduc
of
selling
ah Council, and recorder of this mornin ea 1
jskey wit h.if. a tiGens..
Supt j j r2vett and 414,eadmagjoivr
-the--telesphone-peeple-iireuciE
Commander.
No.
ii. urn ePS inflamation of the brain sets
Hill of the Fulton district, are here until noon. In making the cut on mg to enjoin the city of Paducah in
Knights Templar. He also affiliated
Civil Litigation.
the
attending federal court.
United
States
court here, from inCourt. street the chief put Officer
There
The
with
was
the
Rhode
dismissed
Easter
s
boy,
n
the
Star,
without
Mitche
and the
ll lad
Other Road News.
Emile Gourieux there by himself terfering with,the telephone concerns Golde
n Cross orders, all of whin and several othcrs were playing in prejudice the suit for damages,
Supervisor W. C. Waggoner of from noon ttntil midnight. while business),
Member Herzog and Mayor Yeiser suffer an irreparable loss of one of the big stable at\ the rear of the filed by the John Winston estate
the I. C., left( yesterday for Philadel- from midnight until noon, Officers
were
absent from last night's session, their staunchest and most zealous Rhodes home on West Jefferson, against the Illinois Central railroad„,
phia, Pa., with his wife and little McCune and Woods
will
have he latter
when Mrs.Andy Davis, one of the em- for Winston's death. members.
being M.
atiqiiitet, the lailer ti) be treated charge of that district.
ployes of Mr. Rhodes' furniture house The court dismissed the action
He
was
The
counci
also
l
a
of
direct
membe
ed
the
mayor to
r of the
for deafness, Caused 'from a spell of
Four men are kept upon all the emplo
y Lycurgus Rice for three First Presbyterian church, --eh ere on North Fourth, went into the barn the Carlisle Manufacturing company
fever.
other beats, but instead of two months, at
to look after some skick. A big dog against the Illinois Central railro
$75 per month to take up the services wete.condneted.
ad.
General Agent John T. Donovan officers going to the Union depot at
fight was on and Mk. Davis asked the
An answer was filed in the tsuits
cows found on the streets.
•of the local offices for the Illinois train time to keep order, only one
little Mitchell boy and others to leave of the
A recommendation from the mayor
F. W. Cook Brewing comCenttal, is "in St. Louis on business. Will go otit, while his partner re- suggesting
the bap and were walking down
BUILD BRIDGE.
that the council empower
pany against Henry
Tyler
find
161 Twelftli Oscar
Supt. A. Ir. Egan of the Louis- mains down in the residence por- the 'board of
Jefferson, when the others
public works
of Hickman?
get up
The
brewe
ry
Mitche
ll
ville division, is here on business. tion of the district. Officers Hurley figures on enlarging the to
'lad,
city's light Supervisor Johnson Buys Iron for distance away,who was only a short claims Tyler and others made the
picked untie big rock
Mr. Paul Graham, night ticket and Singery are on the depot terri- plant was received. The board
reThis Purpose.
and hurled it in their direction. Mr. formers agent leave Hickman, and
agent and operator at the union tory from noon moil midnight. feced to refer the ;natter to the
board
Davis thinks the boy threw the mis- discontinue selling beer there.
depot. has resigned and Sunday he when Ofricers Senser and Alexander of works, on the ground that the
In the suits of Win. Fister vs.
at him, probably angered beeause
Superv
ise'
Bert
Johnson of the
was succeeded by Mr. Thronati Wat- relieve them, and remain from mid- light comtnittt r is now doing this
Officer Thad Terrell, and Minnie
be
was
asked
count
roads
y
out
has
of
the
stable
but
bough
,
t
enoug
h
themse
son of Hopkinsville.
lves.
night until noon. Officers Johnson Work
Tice vs. Officer Aaron Hurley, the
At the request of President Noble iron at :tt7 per ton from the street young Mitchell says he simply threw
The Illinois Central pay
ear and Rogers were put on Broadway
the rock with intention of hitting no court ordered the lawyers to subrailwa
compa
y
ny,
to,
build
of
the
a new
board of works, the sewerage
comes in today to pay off the Oat from
noon
to
midnight, and
fglne.
The stone struck the Rhodes mit their cases to him by brief. Tha
rloyes.
Officers Terrell and Long , relieve committee was directed to see about ifon at $17 per ton from the street lad on the right side of the
head just Tice woman sues officer Hurley on
increasing and' improving the machin- railway company. to build a new
the others, from midnight-lo
above
the
temple
Mr.
.
Davis
picked the charge that he is the one that
e--As The Register goes to press Officers Hessian and Crefts were ery at the Third and Clay street iron bridge at Florence station, dis- the lad up and rushed home
him. fatally injured her husband with a
with
pumpi
placin
ng
statio
the
g
n for the city's saniold, wooden one which
this morning one of the jarge saw put on the North side of town
Docto
Reddi
rs
ck,
Boyd
Hearn
and
e pistol • ball, Christmas day when
mills at Metropolis is enveloped in from noon until midiight. while tary sewerage system. He saick 'the causes much trouble after a hard were summoned and by
the
time
Tice barricaded himself in .the I. C.
presen
malin
t
es
would
not answer rainfall. The Jackson foundry will they, got
flames Owing to defective telephone Patrolmen Hill and Fergu
there the injured boy- had be- watch tower at 11th and Broad
sdn re- the purpose of forcing sewage
way.
iron
the
communication it is impossible to
fit
out
pieees
of
.
together for the come unconscious. They hurried him
and created such a floore. Tice
that
bridge
learn whose property is involved.
will
be
taken
out
and
to the hospital where all necessary
,(Conttnued on Pege Eight.)
Continued on Page Eight.
•111,
put up right away.
.
. attention Was rendered.
(Continued on Page Five.)
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DID NOT OPERATE
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OF

n.cPCRP,ANCP

CHARLES

HOLLIDAY TITLE PLAC
ED IN PADUCAH
PASSED AWAY SUNDAY
LIGHT AND POWER COMAFTERNOON.
PANY.

BUSINESS

KNOCKED IN HEAD
WITH BIG ROCK

EXCELLENT
ANNUAL BALL
;

HOTEL CRAIG
'CENTER OF AT-

by Rev. A. C. Ilten of the
Lutheran church of South
street.
Marry Today.

Tz'rat'iBROTHER-IN-LAW JUDGE MADE
SUED FOR MONEY
HURRIED TRIP

only a passenger coach attached on
a freight; anything to get them here
and back home the same day and give
them at least seven or eight hours in
which to transact their business.

Tzlay at Hope, Ark., Miss Mary
Sykrs and mt. David Finley will
marry at the Grace Episcopal church.
Outsiders Marry Here

DARKY

DIED.

KicKED By

r'

A MULE

Eliza Williams, Colored, Died of
Pneumonia at the Hospital.
STEWART
FILED BENTON EINIIOYING A BUILDEliza Williams, aged 20 years, ARTHUR
ROBERTS
AGED
died Sunday afternoon of pneumonia
PROCEEDINGS, AGAINST
ING BOOM JUST AT
FIVEYEARS. PAINFULLY
at the Illinois Central railroad hosJOHN HOBSON.
PRESENT:
pital, and was buried yesterday
INJURED.
afternoon at the county cetrieteey.
t
He was emplode by the road and
brought here from
Woodstock.
Physician Had to Pay $100 Fine He Thinks it Would be Worth Much Tenn., quite ill some weeks ago.
Mr. John Davis Was Operated on
Money for Paducah to Have BetAssessed Against the BrotherFor Appendicitis at Riverside
ter Railroad Accommodations.
Hospital—Mays IlL
DR. PHIL

Yesterday morning at 9 o'clock
Irli-s—A—deTya --ViratiOn of T..aCentr
and M. Stokey McDau.gal of Korlel,
CROWD.
Tenn., were united in marriage at
the home of Mks. M. A. Byrd of Kentucky avenue between Third and
Fourth streets. The ceremony was
Miss Addie Miller and Dr.
performed by Justice John J. Bleich.
Ballowe Married Last Evening—f.‘ • The young pople are both well
known in their respective cities, and
Many Social Affairs.
have niany .friends here. TRACTION FOR LARGE

••

DISORDERLY
HOUSE RAN

Evening Wedding.
At 8 o'clock last evenIng there was
One of the nicest and largest at- united in marriage Miss ddie Miller
Judge Eli Barry of Benton, was in
Yesterday in the circuit court Dr.
tended affairs for many months was and Mr. Roy S. Ballowe, at the resi- Phil H. Stewart
A little five year old boy named; 4
the
city several hours yesterday upon
filed suit for $tio.5o
the annual bill by the Brotherhood dence of the bride on Jefferson near against his
a
'Arthur
business
hurried
Roberts was playing around
trip, going back
brother-in-law, John B.
of Locomotive Engineers at Hotel Twelfth street. The ceremony was
at 2:30 o'clock in the afternoon. The DOCK JACKSON FINED $25 FOR in the street yesterday afternoon
Hobson.
officiated
over
Rev.
by
W.
Cave
E.
Craig on Fifth and Jefferson streets
CONDUCTING ESTABnear Second and Kentucky avenue.
Hobson some "months ago stabbed judge is the genial representative
last evening. The spacious dining of the Firs: Presbyterian church and
from
Marshall
county
LISHMENT.
in
state
the
when there came along the big
Captain
Joe
Woods,
witnessed
by
the
only
detective
a
friends
few
of
end
hall, which is one of #he most populegislature, and also the forceful writfreight
wagon used to haul goods. 4
lar floors of the city, was crowded the relatives, it being a home affair The Palmer hotel, who was at that er of his newspaper, the Benton Tribetween
here and Graves county.,
of
quietness.
time
captain
of
the
floral
police force. bune. He says Benton is enjoying a
with several hundred while the
Saloonists Gray and Allen and Bar- The boy got right underneath the
The nuptials was one of much de- Hobson's wife was formerly the
decorations were very beautiful, and
great boom in the way of new buildtenders, Given Continuance
heels of the mule which kicked the
ail the attractive features combined light and surprise to the many friends wife of Capt. Woods, and while the ings as many are going up there, most
Until Tomorrow.
lad in the face, knocking his teeth
of
the
happy
pair who kept their in- Hobson's were living at
to make it one of the most successful
Metropolis, of them of a large and exceedingly
out, while he was caught by the
balls ever given by the railroad men. tention to themselves all along. The the wife came to Paducah one day, substantial character. The structures
charming
young
is
bride
the
adopted
wheel and his hands run over, painThe happy throng remained on the
and the husband followed that night include the big hotel, large departYesterday morning in the police fully hurting him. It was fortunate
floor until an early hour this morn- daughter of Alderman W. T. Miller, and found his wife at the room of ment store and other buildings and
court Acting Judge Rave Cross fined the boy was not injured worse than
ing indulging in the delightful diver- and one of the city's most beautiful her son and his father.
residences not so large, while arand attractive little ladies. She is a
Dock Jackson 05 and costs for run- he really was. He is the s,wi
sion.
of the
Trouble
arosed
and, 'Hobson rangements are being made for the ning a disorderly house.
finished musician of culture and quite
veterinarian surgeon Dr. Roberts.
stotagie
tobacco
warehouse
stabbed
goes
that
the
captain.
Hobson
was
prominent with the local musicales.
George Ferrell was given a continCotglion Dance.
up this fall in time for the 1906 crop.
uance until today of the warran.
Mr. Ballowe is the efficient man- held to the grand jury in Um) bond,
The Cotillion Club 'gave its dance
Operation Performed.
While in the city yesterday Judge charging him with assaulting Will
executing
ager of Sleeth's pharmacy at Tenth and was released on
last evening at The Palmer and a
Sunday at Riverside hospital there
with
his
brother-in-law Barry said the people of this city Hamilton at the Bulger saloon on
and Broadway, and is a popular young bail
large crowd was out enjoying itself.
was operated on Mg. John Davis of
fellow. He is an excellent druggist Dr. Stewart as surety. The grand did not realize how many thousands Broad street in Jersey.
the street railway company. He has
and stands very well in the commun- jurY now in session indicted Hob- of dollars they lost every year by ndt
There
was
warrant
filed
the
away
Entertains at Cards.
ity. •
son for mal'ciously cutting Captain having convenient railroad connec- charging nitthew Scott with robbing appendicitis and the operation is
Airs. Ad Basch of Ninth ad BroadWoods. Hobion failed to put in tions out of here over the N. C. & Alonzo Pollard of a watch. They are believed to be a success. It was'
way, entertains at cards tomorrow
Married at Metropolis.
his appearance at the trial, and to St. I.. railroad down as far as Paris, colored. Scott is now serving a fine performed by Dr. J. S. Troutman
afternoon.
save
having to pay the $2epo for- Tenn., anyhow. He believes that if for gambling and when this is done who had Mr. Davis placed in a privYesterday morning Miss Aline
feited
bond, the surety let the case Paducah could get the N., C. & St. the robbery warrant will be taken up. ate ward, moving him from his
Luncheon Today.
Burnham and Mr. Thomas Micesre
L. to start a train out to Paris, Tenn.,
There was filed away the warrant home on Broad street in Undertaker •
Mrs. Dr. David G. MurreH will this went to Mletropolis lettere they were go by default, and a fine of ;too each
, •
morning about 6 o'elock and get , charging Meyers with a breach of the Guy Nance's sick ambulance.
afternoon at i o'clock entertain a few united in marriage. They returned was assessed against Hobson. Dr. here
about 8 o'clock, and then go peace.
friends with a charming luncheon at on the afternoon boat.
Stewart had to pay the fine for his
back at 5 o'clock in the afternoon, it
Will Parker was fined $5 and costs
Mayor Is III.
her home on Broadway near Seventh
The young folks are exceedingly brother-in-law who has never shown would be worth $too,000 a year to for engag'ng in a
fight with Tom
Mayor Yeiser is confined at his
street.
popular people of the South Side, the up. Now the physician sues Hob- Paducah in the way of trade from the Jones, while the
latter was dismissed home on North Fourth street, as repretty and dainty bride being the be- son for the fine and costs attached people down this line, who under of his part of
affair.
the
sult of a severe congestive chill
pelphic Club.
witching daughter of Mr. and Mrs. thereto
present arrangements do. not come
Mannie Davis and George Bellan that attacked him
The Delphic Club at its meeting William Burnham of near Tenth and
Sunday while :se
here for their shopping because it is were each fined $5 and costs for disthis morninf in Carnegie Library will Jones streets.
%%as
out
his
at
couatry
home in
Wedding in Princeton.
necessary for them t oremain over orderly conduct.
have reported•ohe balance of this seaArcadia visiting his lprother-in-law,
The groom is the reliable and popuSunday Miss Alice Turner and Mr. night in order to even have half a day
Mike Murray was fined $5 and
son's programme, as next Tuesday lar fireman at the Tenth and Jones Luther Dailey went to
Princeton and here. The incoming passenger train costs for being drunk and disorderly Capt Frank Brown who occupies
the series of meetings will be closed street fire department station house. were maried by it 'v. R.
R. Richey of from down that way gets here at
Henry Kotler was fined $5 and thi residence this summer. The
for the summer, with an afternoon He is one of the test new men in the Baptist church.
They returned o'clock in the afternoon and lelves coats for using insulting language to- mayor was brought to town and Dr.
tea and social.
the service, where he has been work- Sunday evening. The pair was ac- on its return south at 2:3o therefore wards 0. E. Vardman.
D. G. Martel' who U. attending hire,
a
ing for the past year or two.
companied by Miss Daisy Schumer if one has any business to amount
isisks he is Dist of danger and will
tomorrow
Until
were
continued
the
Kettler-Cooner.
TbAs makes two firemen who have and Mr. 011ie Barnett. All reside in to anything, they have to stay over cases against the
be
all
right
in
a
days.
fevv
He
was
two saloon keepers.
This morning at to o'clock at the married during the past week, the Mechanicsburg.
night to catch the outgoing 7:30 charged with permitting lewd women quite sick for a while.
home of the bride in Mechanicsburg, other being Mr. Otto Hamilton of
,t1
o'clock train the next morning.
to enter their saloons, the females
Miss Clara Bertha Kettler of this city the central station, who last week
Colonel Victor Van de Male left
Benton
and
people
other
are
trying
Fannie
being
Wilson
and
Violet
Lee.
Miss
Bessie
yesterday
kft
Bahr
for
and Mr. George Mathars Conner of went to Metropolis and married a Sunday on a drumming trip through
to get the N.. C. & St. L. to put on The women are charged with entering Evansville to visit her aunt, Mrs.
Tiptonville, Tenn., wilt be married popular Paducah girl
Illinois.
•
a train of this character. even if it is the places.
Anna Bahr.
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The Ideal Tonic

a

A Predigested Liquid-Food
For Convalescents, Young Mothers, Growing Children, the
Overworked, Old Folks—all who need health and strength,
a keen appetite and good digestion—

tiEU SER -B USCH's
•

Malt-Nutrine builds Firm Fle, Restores Brain and Nerve
Force—Because the- strength-giving elements of Pure Barley.
Malt and the nerve-building properties of Hops In predigested
form, are almost instantly assimilated by the system
and provide a Quick, Sure, Natural Tonic.
'Y

I"

Sold by all Druggists and Grocers.

,

Prepared by

Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
scuids
•

•
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as long as they remain before the
public. This season Cole Brothers,
whose united shows will be seen Friday afternoon and evening, April 27
in l'aducah, promise a most magnificent free spectacle.. In the several
Seeitems will be herds of elephants,
camels and ponies, several brass
No matter what experience has shown, there will always be SOME
bands. a s'eam calliope; goo gaily coselaborately
women who believe that they must, at least once a month, bear the burtumed men and women;
REV. CULPEPPER LEFT FOR caparisoned •horses; heavily carved
of PAIN, as a part of woman's lot. They must, if sick. If well,
den
dens filled with fierce wild beasts;
55
cry of your nerves
not. Periodical pain is a sign of functional
HUNTSVILLE. ALA., LAST. golden - chariots -glittering rano- and
tableaux; costly floats; clowns and
for help. To strengthen and restore the diseased organs to health, take
numerous new and exclusive feature.'.
It•VENING.
Brothers
Cole
that
Notwithstanding
have invested a fabulous amount of
money in the purchase of animals,
the building of rolling stock and in
Ezster Services Attended By Large procuring up-to-the-minute novelties
for this free street show, they have
Sized Congregations Sunday-combined their several amusement
\enterprises. and exhibit all under huge
Rev. Farrar
water proof tents for one price of ad=
oi
gram occupies Iwo full hours during
which there is not an idle second, as
Yesterday morning Rev. J. B. many as fifteen acts being given sim"I suffered so dreadfully I just thought I coukl not live," writes Mrs. John
'Culpepper and his son, Rev. Burke ultaneously. A word to the wise—
Short of Florence, Ala., "and was in the infirmary for three months,on account gi
Culp,..ipperp closed the !ip cotra c ted go to the show early, visit the horse
female troubles. I took Cardui, and it certainly has been of great benefit to me. I
meeting they have been assisting fair, inspect the menageries, listen to
am still taking it and am getting along fine. I am able to do InT_Iuxssework ind
WRIT& US FREELY
Rev. T. J. Newellkn at the Broad- the band concert and be in your seat
go visiting. I can't express my thanks for YourN.446
all
telling
your
confidence,
strictest
in
and frankly,
way Methodist'. ehereh/ The three when the grand tournament begins.
advice and medicine." Of great curative power
will
you
We
send
age.
troubles, _and stating your
47r'
'amines have boen, conducting the reover all derangements of the womanly functions.
ran ADVICE, In plain sealed envelope, and a valOFFICE.
weeks,
and
two
alRECRUITING
the
(*rival for
uable book on "Home Treatment for Women."
Address : Ladies' Advisory Department, The
-though of short duration, still about
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
one • hundred new - members weee Sergeant Blake Sent Here te Take
G
Charge of Branch.
. made to the congregation, sixtythe
of
Reed
R.
William
Lieutenant
five of these joining Sunday mornservice, will get here today
ing daring Worship,'while r the bal- -recruiting
where he maintains
Evansville
from
.ance are to be admittecji JAW- eui. headquarters, to swear in some reaccessions,
This.ii the nutnber
cruits for the service at the local ofand ari. not uclude ,:411 the con- fice. There are quite a number here
Verte.
awaiting to have the oath adminisThe Revs Culpepper roved to be tered and then be assigned to their
strong and foreeful ‘iorkers for the regiments. Sergeant S. Blake has
Lord and each sermon they deliv- been put in charge of the branch ofered was beard by art overfiewing fice here, succeeeling Sergeant Noyes
house, plainly impressed by their who has been transferred to Des
fervency and strength'. Last even- Mloines, Iowa. for service with the
ing at 6 o'clock they left for Hunts- Eleventh cavalry. He had charge of
vilk, Ala., where tomorrow they the bureau here for many months
start the protracted meeting for and has many friends in the city.
that c'ty. They should have comClaim Notice.
menced the Huntsville revival last
McCracken Circuit Court, F. G
Wheels are still in the lead. Before buying it will pay you to see
Sunday, but remained over here unof Ida Ethel
administrator
Rudolph,
these
fine models. We can save you money and offer them with the contil yesterday, deferring the opening
Hessig, d.ceased, plaintiff, vs. peitthat they are the best Bicycles that Brain, Skill and capital can
viction
time
the
until
place
at the other
ion in equity, H. T. Hcssig, etc., deproduce.
mentioned.
fendant.
We sell on easy payments. Large stock Tires, Pumps, Bells, Sundries,
Sunday a several hundred dollar
Ordered that this action be referretc., at right prices.
toattibutioa was taken up for the ed to Cecil Reed, master commission"Old wheels taken in exchange." "Repair shop in full blast."
organ fund and turned over to the er of this court to take proof of asTHE OLD RELIABLE.
Ramsey society.
sets and liabilities of the estate of
Ida Ethel Hessig, deceased, and all
•
taster Worship.
persons having claims against said
The Sunday Easter services at estate are required to properly verify
r26 and ia8 North Fifth Street, Next to Kentucky Theatre.
different churches were well attend- and file same, before said commised despite the fact it was cloudy, a sioner, on or before the 5th day of
•
little wind btu% ing, and some chilly. May, 19(4. or they will be forever
claim
any
asserting
from
barred
The edifices all were prettily decorassets in the bands of the
ated with embattlements of ferns and against the
unadministered; and
administrator,
potted plants which blended with
I'
all ptrsons are hereby enjoined and
the other features of the occasion.
their
collecting
from
claims against said estate except
°
Sales.
4e
It. Frances
J
through this suit. Ordered that this
Rev, Father O'Sullivan conducted order he published in The Paducah
lo - 3o
mass Sunday morning at
9
Daily Register as required by law.
i'clock at St. Frances de Sales
.
Given under my hand, as clerk of
church.. Nest Sunday Fattier Jan- said court, this the lath day of April, Mimi
see starts his neissien and wal be 1936.
assisted by Fathers. NiOrphy and
J. A. MILLER, Clerk,
Remember this apple brandy is the first that has ever reached PadLambert of Chicago, vetto are disBy R. B. HAY, D. C.
ucah direct from the still to be retailed by the drink. Remember that
tinguished men of the Catholic
FOREMAN BROS.
Claim Notice.
faith.
and compounded apple
brandy- is more poisonous than
McCracken Circuit court, E. 0. the rectified
German Evangelical Church.
Eighteen were received into the Thomas, administrator, etc., Plff., the vilest whisky that is compounded and rectified. Pure apple brandy is
Evangelical church on South Fifth agt. Equity, vs. Anthony Payne,
higher in price than the average run of pure whiskies and is scarcer
street. Sunday by letter and con- etc., clefts.
Ordered that this action be reftseion of faith, in addition to the
than whisky.. Remember apple brandy would be recommended by all
following who wee.? confirmed by ferred to Cecil Reed, master commissioner, of this court to take physician for certain ailments of the human body if they were sure
Rev. Wm. Bourquin:
Anna Tempel, Katherine Rock, pivot of assets and liabilities of the
Antoinette Kolb, Louise Rolfing. estate of Jinni* Payne, deceased, they could get the pure brandy aiso; there would be more of it drank
claims
having
Barrie Beyer, Ethel Scanlon, George and, all persons
if it were not for the rectified compounded stuff they have to drink,
Shelton, Wm. Walker, Harry List, against said estate are required to
Remember that the name of my Brandy is DON GiLBERTO'S
properly verify and file the same,
henry Tempel.
W. WHITTEMORE.
before said commissioner, on or bebrandy is bottled and sealed
My
Brandy.
Apple
STAR"
"THREE
fore the 5th day of May, 1906 or
Easter Contributions.
under my personal supervision and none genuine unless my name in big
At Grace Episcopal church Sun- they will be forever barred from as- red
letters on the inside of the table next to the bottle which reads
were eerting any claim against the assets
contributions
day $657.10
Gilberto's pure apple brandy z year old roo proof. The bottle will
Don
made, Sic° new subscriptions being in the hands of the administrator,
contain
32 oz of the pure Three Stars apple brandy.
are
The unadrninistercd; and all persons
to the parish house fund.
in mind that this package will be subject at any time and
Bear
congregation hereby enjoinel and restrained from
Presbyterian
First
that the U. S. Revenue officials see fit to inspect it, (He has
anywhere
donated $3oo for the orphanage of collecting their claims against said
so.)
do
to
right
a
estate except through this suit.
Louisville.
the seal has not been tampered with. Also I tender the
Provided
Ordered that this orderbe publiihed
pure food law the same privilege as I do U. S. revenue
the
of
officers
in. The Paducah Daily Register as
Preacher Returned.
personally responsible for its purity, strength and
am
I
as
officer,
Rev E. b. Farrar returned from required by law:
had only at "The White Deer" which is a symbol
be
To
quantity.
Louisville yesterday and resumed
This April 9th, 1906.
innocence. no5 S. Fourth St, Paducahu, Ky.
and
purity
of
strength,
Baptist
the
attest:
Second
at
preaching
A cop
church, where his revivals have been
J. A. MILLER, clerk.
By R. B. Hay, D. C.
continued by Rev. Cunningham and
Rev. Hill, while the other was away.
Dr Hicks' office fioct Broadway.
The big tent arrived yesterday from
--4j. t%idsnise iój
pu.
Nebrec, Ky., and y7i1T—fi7d,
up on the commons behind the way. Phone 1280.
.
MS*
church at Ninth and Ohio Streets,
WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM
rogavtiCAH REAL, ES1 /‘
Claim Notice.
and services conducted under it,
LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
PAYMENT
MONTHLY
-I
McCracken Circuit court; Katie
on account of the church building
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAAND PRICE LIST
etc., Plffs, agt. Equity,
Walbert,
apt being large enough to accomFOR !.r.
FREE TO EVERYBODY.
versus Robert E. Walbert,_ etc.,
fluidal('- the big crowds attending.
faumens. Ws.
Defts.
4-41.
Trial Sermons.
Ordered that this action be 'reSunday Rev. Calvin Thompson tr ferred to Cecil
matte:
Reed,
Steam Wild Water WWI).
Deoctt, C Colo., prtached tgorning commissioner of this coget, to' take
entiol e4rti1ig at flit Virlst Baptist proof of assets and liabilities of
church, and both sections were very the estate of James T. Walbert, desatisfactory to the congregation, ceased, and
persons havingil
which found in him a most learned claims against said estate are rer.nd versatile man of ability. The quired to properly verify and file
-committee to select some preacher the same, before said commissioner,
to fill this empty pulpit, will meet on or before the 16th day of Ma,
sometime this week and decide ino6, or they will be forever
whether Dr. Thornpsoin will be barred from asserting any .elaint
called.
against the assets in the hands of
the administrator or ,commissioner,
WITH----amP
Cole's Great Circus.
atiadministeffed, and all persons are
Independent of all other managers kereby enjoined and rest:ained from
and long recognized as show kings,
their claims aglinst said
Cote Brothers emphatically announce Collecting
through this suit. elikce
except
estate
they rWill never enter into any Amthis
order be pubthat
Ordered
pact to do away with the parade.' In
the word* of Messrs. Cole, others may lished in the Paducah Daily Regisde, as they please relative to abolish- ter as required by law.
46.
A copy attest:—
ing street displays, they propose to
Clerk,
Miller,
A.
J.
gormost
continue putting out the
Office;306 Broadway
Phones:Office 385—Residencm 1696
By W. C. Kidd, D. C.
geens pageant Money can create just

REVIVALS ENDED
YESTERDAY

.m>.
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AT ALL DRUGGISTS IN $1.00 BOTTLES
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1906 Models Ready for Inspection.
31

Has Scored Another %irk!The "Tribune,and" "Rambler,
" "Monarch"
"Imperial"

Alongside his pure clebrated Wil. g Wins' ky he has added the
low Sprin
'long needed and unobtainable pure
Apple Brandy made from sweet mellow
apples and distilled at a still] in the WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
beautiful mountains of Tennessee, where
the willows grow tall and greenland the
beautiful chrystal water runs from the
Spring, direct to the
grove of Willow Spring
We are now open
still of Messrs Hennessee & Co• Mcfor business at
121-123 N.
wile, Tenn., distillers.
Fourth St.
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P 1001111161.

Phone 133.

524 Broadwal.

wleeintm4k!icatoplatiiv-m,

;i Abram L. Well

FIRE INSVRANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-

*Teiw-~teowdef

J. W. HUGHES
NCE

GENERAL INSURA
116 Fraternity Building

Phone,484-A
Residence Phone, 323

Campbell Block.

Office

Off

-i;!iene 369.

Residence Phone 726

INSURE

L. L. BEBOyT

General Insurance Agency

a
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or was not plain, to go into court
arid settle the question. There are
scores of instances in which the
•
SPfRTING NOTES.
PUBLISHED BY THE
courts should be called upon to conREGISTER NEWSPAPER CO. strue the charter, and
as Paducah
(Incorporated)
continu
must
governe
e
be
to
d under
At Register Building, 523 Broadivay.
Is That all They're Worth?
that instrument, why not settle all
Show
'em today what class means.:
JAMES E. WILHELM, President. mooted questions ane go along acLet every Cairo player exhibit in the'
•
JOHN WILHELM, Tteasurer.
cording to the law. The Register at
The men of wealth who today are against the forces of evil
that I ask game that he is worth :his efed
ROBERT S, WILHELM, Secretary.
its ownssexpense settled two disputed trying .to_presyeent the regulation and that the war be conducted with sanity Money.—Cairo Sunday Bulletin.
control of their business in the in- as well as with resolution.
!
The men 'What a plairstive and pitiful meow!
Entered at the postoffice of Padu- points in the character and its con- terest of
the public by the proper with the muck-rakes are often indis- And just to think of it being shied'
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter. tentions were sustained by 'he court government authorit
ies will not suc- pensible to the well-being of society, at the invincible Cairo Giants—all six
of appeals, but the average tax-payer ceed, in my judgement, in checking but only if they
know when to stop foot. eoo pound holy terrors with ball
One Year
$5.00 and newspap
er does not hanker after the progress oethe movement. But raking the muck, and to look upward -and bat.
NEWSix Months
2.3o
if they did succeed they would find to the celestial crown above
them, to
Three Months
x.25 paying lawyers fees o settle points that they had sown
the wind and the crown of worthy
Boy BiNiardist Defeated.
endeavor.
One Week
.10 where they are. not vitally interested.
would surely reap the whirlwind, for
New York, April 16.—George Slos* ••
In almost every instance where we they would ultimately provoke
OLDson defeated William Hoppe in a bilthe
Anyone failing to receive this paper
There is any amount of good in the liard
have contended for certain constsuc- Violent excesses which accompany a
game
Saturda
y
by
500
to
regularly should report the matter to
245.
reform peening . by convulsion instead world, and there never was a time
The Register office It once. Tele- tions -of-the law in -these column
when loftier and- more disinterested
steady and natural growth.
of
by
A Brutal Comment
where the matter got into the courts
phone Cumberland 318.
work for the betterment of mankind
5**
The Pittsburg Gazette publishes
was being done than now. The forces
our position has been vindicated. The
The first requisite in the public serstatistics showing that more than
common failing of the authorities has vants who are to deal in this shape that tend for evil .are great and ter- 1,000 coll-ge students have been
killrible, but the forces of truth and love ed in
athletic sports within the past
been to ignore the law when it suits with corporations, whether as legis- and
courage and honesty and gen- ten years.
But there is one compenthem and leave it to the public and lators or as executives, is honesty. erosity and sympathy are
also strong- sating thought. Those who got
This honesty can be no respector of
killed
er than ever before. It is a foolish would
press to complain. Unless there is a persons.
probably Rola amounted to
There can be no such thing
Tuesday Morning. April 17, 1906.
change of policy The Register would as unilateral honesty. The danger is and timid, no less than a wicked thing anything had they lived.—
Kentucky
to blink the fact that the forces
of State Journal.
suggest that a number of tax-payers not really from corrupt corporations;
evil
are
strong,
but
it
is
even
worse
it springs from the corruption itself,
to fail to take into account
Doing Business With the City. contribute to a fund sufficient to em- whether
the
Building New Grand Bland.
exercised for or against corploy good lawyers to take charge of
strength of the forces that tell for
porations.
The new grand stand is arpidly asAfter Paducah was transferred to
good.
settling many questions in the courts
5 **
suming shape and before long the
the second class in 1902, The Register
—
FPysterical sensationalism is the grounds
compel the authorities to conduct
and
There are, in the body politic,
:will begin to look like the
called attention to the statutes of
very poorest weapon wherewith
to real thing. The bleachers must be re- 4.444+44.1•4e11eist1siel-444444-14+++. affairs of the city in every par- economic and social, many and grave fight
Kentucky forbidding any member of the
for lasting righteousness. The built, but
evils, and there is urgent necessity for
if the weather holds good
ticular, according to the law.
the general council selling supplies or
the sternest war upon them. There men who with stern sobriety and Contractor Goveia should have the
truth
assail
wisdom
The
of the legislature in should, be relentle
the many evils of oer building work
material to the city.
ss exposure of and time,
For some
completed before the
whether in the public press, or first game
making it imperative that members attack upon every evil man,
which will be with Keowhether in magazines,
months this paper continued to call
or in books, are the kuk next Sunday—Jackson
ville Courattention to that law being ignored, of the general council or firms and politician or business man, every evil leaders and allies of all
engaged in ier.
practic4e
,
whether
in
politics,
corporat
busiin
ions
with
which they are asthe
work
and on two occasions published the
for
social and political betness, or in social life. I hail as a
section of the charter which makes sociated shall not do any business benefactor every writer or speaker, terment.
Mrs. Baker Rotting Well.
*•*
city, can be readily appreci- every man who, on the
Mrs. Thomas A. Baker continues
transactions
such
platform, or
misdemeanors. with the
At
this moment we are passing
resting well at Riverside hospital
After reading the law one or two of ated when we say there is danger of in book, magazine, or newspaper, through a period of
great unrest-so- where her foot
with
merciles
s
severity
city's
interest
makes such cial, political
s being neglected
was amputated, on
the members declined to fill any more the
and industrial unrest.
account of necrosis.
when its affairs are in the hands of attack, provided always that he in his It is of the utmost
orders for supplies.
importance for
turn remembers that the attack is of
our fortune that this should prove to
At 'at time we argued that if any men, or their employes, who are do- use only if it is absolutely truthful.
Fine photos at unheard of prices.
be not the unrest of mere rebellious•••
tax-payer saw, fit to go into the ing business with the city, when such
ness against life, of mere dissatisfac- Riley & Cook.
At the risk of repetition let me say
courts, that he could put ,a stop to matters come up, the two interests
tion with the inevitable inequality of
again that my plea is not for immunconflict.
conditions, but the unrest of a resothe practic, as it was the intention of
ity to, but for the most unsparing exNOTICE.
lute and eager ambition to secure the
In order toleruph4sire this view we posure
the legislature to prevent any memof the politician who betrays
betterm
ent
Copy
of
the
for
our next directory will go
individual and the
ber of the general council from doing quote from an editorial in the Louis- his trust, of the big business man nation.
So far as this movement of
to press Monday April t6tte Notices
any business whatever with the city, ville Post commenting on the late whet makes or spends his fortune in agitation through
out
the country
illegitimate or corrupt ways. There
takes the form of a fierce discontent of changes
that if a man wishes to do business decision, towit:
or additions must be reshould
be
resolute
a
effort
to
hunt
"Saturday Judge Miller granted an
with evil, of a determination to punwith the city he must not accept an
injunction on the application of a citi- every such man out of the position ish the authors of evil, whether in in- ceived before this date.
office to repreetnt the city.
zen and a tax-payer restraining the he has disgraced. Expose the crime dustry or politics,
This directory will contain the
At last the matter has reached the city from contracting with a firm or and hunt down the criminal; but re- heartily welcome the feeling is to he
d as a sign of healcourts, and at Louisville Saturday a corporation in which a councilman member that even in the case of crime thy life.
names and addresses of more than
if it is, attacked in sensational, lurid
• *
circuit judge granted an injunction holds a position or is an officer or
and
untruthf
fashion,
ul
the attack
It is a prime necessity that if the 3,eirio subscribers. You are commeragainst that city paying 1" printing stockholder.
"The amountesiis not large, and may do more damage to the public present unrest is to result in permacially Jost if your name
firm for supplies furnished the city,
is not listed.
Judge Miller declares the evidence mind than the crime itself.
nent good the emotion shall be transIt is because I feel that there
because the bookkeeper of that con- shows there was no bad faith in the
lated into action, and that the acCall
300,
contract department.
cern is also a councilman.
transaction. The issue was one sole- should be no rest in the endless war tion shall be marked by honesty,
EAST
TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
sanity and self-restraint. There is
The section of the statutes cover- ly on giving effect to ah important
That he had issued a statement to migtty little good in a mere spasm of
ing the question in the charter of prohibition in the charter. The proCOMPANY.
hibition is intended to secure a fair the press wlfch was full of false- reform. The reform that counts is
first class cities to which Louisville
deal [or the city; designed to prevent hoods, and which proved him to be that which comes through steady,
Like other commodities, telephoRe
belongs, is identical with the section any person in the name of the city
lacking in that integrity and ' high continuous growth; violent motion- service should be paid according to
in the second, class charters under making a contract in which be would charact
ion.
its value.
er which a high government alistri leads to exhaust
•••
which-Paducah is governed, only the have even a remote interest.
We have in the city about 2,800
official should have.
"Judge Miller sustains the charter
Materially we must strive to srcurel subscribers
second class charter covers the quesor five times as many as
provision in letter and spirit, and says
a broader economic opportunity for the Indepen
dent Co., outside the city
Brief Biographies.
tion to a greater extent than that of the prthibition is against
all men, so that each shall have a bet- and witnin
a small oral
the county we have 63
the first classtcharter.
contract as well as against a large
ter chance to show the stuff of which times as
Edited by Vv'ex Jones.
many subscribers as the Inhe is made. Spiritually and ethically depende
In section 3043 of the second class written contract, else large contracts
nt Co. Yet we will place a
Dowie, John Alexander—Dowie we must strive
to bring about clean telephone in your
charter it will be found to be against might be broken up into small ones
residence at the
is
a
prophet
,
who
is
to the distin- living and right thinking. We apsame rate the Independent Co. is
the law for any member to "Be di- and the provision in effect abrogated. guished from palmist by
his abil- preeite that the things of the body suppose
"We call particular attention to
d to charge and provide in
rectely or indirectly interested in any this decision of _Fudge Miller because ity to get more money. His prin- are important; but we apprecia
te also addition, long
distance facilities
contract with the city, or in any ap- it indicates that in the courts the pro- ciphl claim to the .remembrance of that the things of the soul are hetwhich will enable you to reach fifty
plication therefor," •• •"or hold any visions of the charter are still living posterity is his vivid style in writ- measuragly more important. The million people from your
home. Call
office or employment in any company and vital. In action they are so often ing love letters. One of his letters foun lation stone% of national life is 300 for further inrormation.
and ever must be, the high individual EAST
treated with contempt that the be- mght run as follows:
TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
or corporation which has or is an aplief has become common with city
My Little Lump of Diamond oharacter of the average citizen.
COMPANY.
plicant for any contract with the city, employes and coatractors that the Dust—Do not
!bind what the pups
the terms, rates or prices o fwhich are whole. charter as a written restraint of Zion say. They are doubledyed
eiihjecte•o modification sr enforcement on them has been wiped out. It is grease spots upon the purity of a
by the general council." • * • "The not so. Neglect does not repeal a white city. I love you with a love
statute. The limitations on debt and
occurring of any of the foregoing dis- debt-making power of the. city wrif- that can only be expressed in violation of the postal laws. Yours till
qualifications, after election or dur- ten in the constitution are binding on
Satan falls asleep.
ing the term Of office, shall\ work a all departments. The provisions conJOHN
ALEXANDER
T If F.
forfeiture of the offtce, and the gen- ceusing coptracts are all binding.'
GREAT.
You do not have wait fcr your orders. We carry
the stock on
eral council shall so declare, and th
Senator Tillman's Charges.
Eve—Eve was the only woman hand. We have over 9.000 pieces of sheet music in stock and over SOO
vacancy shall he filled as hereinafter
President Roosevelt has nomi- that ever made her own fashions.
volumes of folios, exercises and instruction books.
prescribed."
Come down and
nated
Benj. B. Barnes who as asFranklin Benjamin—A
philoso- look over our stock.
This law is very plain and to the
We
can
certainl
y
supply
your
wants.
s'slant private secretary ejected pher who stayed awake in Philadelpoint, and taken in consideration with.
Mrs. Morris from the White house phia, and won such fame that his
the decision of the Louisville court, office, to be postmaster at Washin
g- name is a household word for a
there are certain met:ethers of 'the ton. To prevent confirmation the week or so- every centenary.
!
coencil who have -virtually vacated South Carolina senator has preferred
Jonee, John Pael—A sailor who
exempl'fies the benefit of not being
their offices or the bills for supplies the following charges.
That Mr. Barnes is lacking in buried until a hundred years after
or work 'furnished by the firms or
.==mmussimailemena=u3.
gentlemanly and manly considera- death.
corporations with which they are
AU
Kinds
Monume
tion for ladies, which caused him to
nts and Gencral Cemetery Work
Nebuchadnezzar—A king who ate
(Use
connected either as owners or em- abuse
his authority iso far as to grass, before health foods had been
yloyes,- *es tw•t_he
BE WISE AND GZT A GOOD
lawfully paid,
sited/ hy the_physirian s _Like
,CLQc_g
_ 44E_RtAYKIOUR PRESIt is a known fact as will be shown tive offices of Mrs. Minor Morris. roost
pioneers.
Nebuchadnezzar
ENT ONES PUT IN
FIRSTby the records that members of the on January 4, too& without any made no money out of his breakfast
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for
CLASS ORDER.
Monumental and
WE DO THE.
discovery, hut
general council are selling supplies justification or good reason there- food
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE
succeeding
FINEST KINDS OF
UPON EXPOSREPAIR
Americans did not overlook the opURE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITE
to the city of Paducah, and such sale* for.
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
NESS;
does
not
beThat, having issued 'the Order, he pottunity.
come
dark
and
discolored.
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
are prOhibited by law. In,the ,Louisstood by and saw it executed in *
Pocahontas—The girl that aside
; ; ; ; LET IMIL TELL. YOU MORE
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS,
Ate caae, the Ic
-iint was riiie2 "Bid most brutal-4nd outrageous manner
ABOUT
IT : s:
hn Smith- famous.'
MODER
ATE.
WE :CARRY A. --the bill *hich the court decided withoet interference, compelling the
COMPLETE LINE OF KRAUT'.
should not be paid was not for sup- policemen to drag and, finally, with
Riley & Cook's Great Offer.
FUL JEWELRY.
plies sold by cAitract but on orders the aid of a negro employed at the
We will for a short time make you
from the city buyer. The judge said White House, to carry her, with the pne dozen Platinnm pictures
SOLE AGENT, z6o9 TRIMBLE ST., PADUC
mountAH, KY.
that fact made no difference or af- negro holding her by the ankles and ed in nice folder, for $5. This is the
with her limbs exposed, the entire best offer ever
made by any studio in
fected the operation of the law.
distance from the executive offices this city. All
other photos at 're428 Broadway.
According to the law and the at the western end
of the White duced prices. Call at our studio and
Louisville decision, the Paducah Sun House to the eastern exit, where see what we
PHON
E
772-A.
have to offer before
cannot legally do the official printing she was thrust into a cab and sent making any engagements with any
for one of its employes, and whom to the house of detention, by which other studio.
Photographically yours.
we are also informed is, or was, a brutal treatment her life was en•
dangere
and
d
health
RILEY & COOK.
seri;uts
ly
imstockholder in that corporation, is a
Sold at
pajred from shock and injuries remember of the general council. ceived.
The Island Queen Excursion.
Gray's Buffet,
Either the bills for the printing canThe Elks will give their annual exThat, after th's tyrannical and
Palmer Howe Bar,
cursion
on the incomparable excurnot be legally paid by the city, or outrageous abuse of his authority he
L. A. Lagotnarsino,
Mr. Hill vacates his vat in the gen- lodged charges of insanity against sion steamer Island Queen, Thursday
Mrs. Morris, and compelled her to April 19th at 3 p. m. and 8 p. in. Good
Pictures, Diplomas, Certific
eral council.
ates,
music and dancing. Positively no imWater and Oil Colors,
Ever since Paducah has been a sec- remain in prison for more than four proper characters will be alllowed
on
hours, thus adding Insult to injury,
Mottos and Calanders
ond class city The Register has urged
board the steamer. Tickets, adults
Framed right up to date in five
and, producinge in the public mind
min.
pc,
children
25c.
the authorities to obey the law, and impress
tes*no at this
ions derogatory to both her
Island
Queen
Excursi
COMMit
on
-where the charter .contradicted itself reputation and her mental
condition. tee.
.e
Intattsmumnstanunntuntsm

THE REGIS TER

President Roosevelt's
Pointed Truths On
, Candidates of Today

pRINT1NG

THAT PLEASES
phones:1g O
4 20

202-R

"IC

KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121 S'4th St.

Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
The First American Life Intorno CL The Company that
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE ,
for Policy-holders
Than any other Compay in the

Order your
EASTER SUITS
from

II.Thompson.
Tailor

Room 111, Fraternity Bldg
C. MANNING SEARS, IL D.
Office 1707 Moyers St.
Telephone 377.

Sheet Music TIME RIES
POPULAR SONGS, ISSTIIRMENTAL HITS.

We Sell All Music at Cut Prices.

Harbour's Book Department.

Greed_ River Stone

John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
'

!First -Class
Watch Workl.

gi

J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.

J. J. Welch,

224 Broadway,

PADUCAH, KY.
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PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
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titlele
eo
inask
a
niunicipality be restrained from forever bothering them. The court
EXCAVATIONS
FOIR
NEW asked
the city lawyers if the public BgING SOUGHT BY THE'CARBUILDING ADDED WEAKcriicial had yet returned to the tele-, NIVAL
COMPANY
NESS TO FOUNDATION.
FOR
phone people the $3,000, collected,
NEXT MONTH.
and on being told they had not, he
then announced he would grant the
Side Wall of Hawkin's Buffet Tum temp
orary order this morning. It Handsome Suite of Funi
ture to Go
bled Out Yesterday, But Nois not known when he will take the
to Couple The Marries at
body Was Hurt.
matter for dinal disposition.
Carnival May
The Juries.
I I
The jury is Branch Miller, city;:,
_Messrs. Hawkins Bros., the buffet J. D. Bennett, Maxo
n's Mill; G. W. A meeting of the Paducah
Carand confectionery epople of Broa
d- Thomas, Woodville; R. A. Sexton. nival association will
be
held
at
way between Fourth and
Fif9d Kuttawa; Ep. Hurt, Murray; C. E. their offices on
South Third street!
streets, came near having their Clark, Kirksey;
G. H. Hurley, Mar- tonight when several matt
ers of implace of business wrecked yesterday ion; 'eCio. P. Roge
rs, Smithland; D. portance will come
up.
.„,.
— just''Vedic noon, by the Fist
-McCienden, Bublin; • John. F.
wail
The special committee appointed
of the Wilding caving in and Jones, Kansas; Joe
Surrett, Sym- to arrange for a public wedd
ing has'
namaging things in general. They sonia; W. B.
Randolph, Claxton; selected Tuesday May
2nd, as the
have moved over to 426 Broadway. John B. 'Boa
rd, Rufus; John T date for the wedding
which will be
Contractor George Katterjohn re- Cook, Cadiz; W. Ml. Foust, Briens- featured as a special May Day
at‘ently tore down the two smal burg, and W. H. Cam, Cunning- traction. The couple has not
been
l ham; John
J. Clark, clerk.
buildings next to Hawkins buffe
selected as yet, and any -couple
t,
The petit jury is Alex J, Willett. wishing to
in order to make room for the
take advantage of the
new city; W.
M. Davis, colored, cityl
brick building for Roy Culley.
Carnival association's liberal offer
In C. Browder,
Fulton; R. J. Doon, of a handsome suite of Jurni
digging up the dirt, the work
tiire as
men Kuttawa;
R. H. Straka, Benton; C. a prize, should communic
had to take it out from right
ate with
beside L. Hill,
Murray; E. Futrell, city; G. ecretary Rodney
the Hawkins building wall, and
C. Davis at
this W. Lee,
city; A. J. Spickard, Ruth, t291A South Third
seemed to weaken be foundation
street at once.
of D. H. Stev
enson, .Princeton; H. B.
the side wall, the brick falling
Mr. Dayis leaves Wednesday for
, out Allen,
Orider; A. B. Franklip, Cun- Jackson, Tenn., to
for a' space of about twenty
visit the Cosmofeet.
It was just before, noon, and ther ringhara; T. R. Green, Milburne; F. politan shows and Wild West
e K. Gras
, and
ty, Cadiz; C. T. Nabb, Ceru- on his return will have
were only about four customer
definite ins 'in lean; C.
M.
Denn
is, Birdsville; M. formation regarding the new
the house travraftil* 'their dinn
er. F. Coys, Farm
shows
ington; Felix 'Wilson, and features Manager
Drs. Pitcher and Frank Duley,
Snyder is
the Mayfield
;
H. S. Rogers,
dentists were leatilidoat !the table
Lynn building for Paducah. One of the
iGrove; W. /4. Elsey, Bardwell;
right where the wall caved in,
W. special featurers for Paducah will be
4ra
but -W. Thac
ker, Lamasco; W. S. Roach, a • Helter-Skelter.
rushed out and escaped injury.
The
attra
ction
is
Contractor Katterjohn rushed all Barlow, and L.
L.
Stevenson, not put in in every city visited
by
Hinkleville.
his men in the Hawkins place
the Carnival company, as it is
, put
imup supports strong enough to prepractical to construct a portableone.
vent he pars weight from push
Another attraction that has met
ing
more of the side wall out of
with much favorable criticism
posiand
tion. Being secured from further colenormous patronage in an elaborat
e
lapse in 'this manner, the work
elctrical show known as "The Outmen
hurriedly moved the contents of
laws."
tilt
store over to the old Brun
swick
ce where business is now bein
g
caducted.
The handsome
soda WILLIAM
HICKMAN
OF
fountain just put in rested agai
nst
OWENSBORO, LOCKED UP
the wall which
collapsed,
but
YESTERDAY.
fortunately not where the
brick
Retaii Liquor Dealers Offer
tumbled out. It was moved also.
Reward
for Convictions.
Mr. Katterjohn says the foundaHe
Is
Charged With Stealing Retion of the Hawkins building,
was
Believing that the Sunday liquo
volver While Calling on Young
only two inches below the surf
REV. HUDSPATH AND
r
ace,
PASTOR laws of Paducah should
Lady
Frie
nd.
be enforced
therefore very weak, but that his
BASS STARTED
without partiality, the Retail
Liquor
men remained over on their side
MEETING.
Dealer's Mutual Benefit Association
of
the ground with the excavati
of Paducah offer the followin
ons,
Yesterday there was arrested here
g:
anti did not get right up besi
de Wm. Hickman,
of a prominent fam- Congregation for Grac
Hawkins place. He says he also
e Episcopal
$25.00 REWARD
found an old rotten tree stump that ily of Owensboro, Ky., his father
Church Elected Their VestryFor the arrest and convicti
on,
bein
g ex-mayor of that city. The
had been built over by the foun
man Last Night.
subsequent to the date of this rewa
da- charge against
rd,
him is that of obtion of Hawkins store, while ther
of any saloonkeeper, bartende
e taining money
r, drug-'\
under false pretenses,
gist, drug clerk, any person
existed a broken sewer pipe,
that and he was
connestlocked up in the city
Sunday the protracted meeting for ed with a quart liquor house, or any
helped weaken the wall until it colthe Tenth street Christian church other person or persona having lilapsed. The wall will be put back jail by Officer Rogers.
A week or two ago Hickman was started with Rev. Huds
right away
peth assisting cense to sell spiritous, vinous or malt
in this city and was invited out
to the pastor. Rev. D. W. Bass. The liquors in the city of Paducah. The
see a well known young lady with services will be conducted each
even- above reward will be paid for the first
four conditions under said laws
whom he is acquainted. At home
, of
of ing at 7:45 o'leock instead of at 7:30
o'clock. Dr. Hudspeth is the state any four distinct persons or firm
this young woman there rooms
s.
a
Retail Liquor Dealer's Mutual
gentleman and the day that Youn evangelist for the Kentucky Christian
g
Benefit Association.
Hickman' paid a call to the house, churches.
Last night he preached a very
by JOHN W. COUNTS.
the roomer missed a fine revolver
(Continued From First raze.)
strong sermon on "Gospel, Once
from his bedroom. The people
A
of Mystery, Now
Married in Cairo.
A Revelation." The
shot Patrolman James Clark twice. the home wet" naturally averse to publi
Sund
ay
Miss Edna Smith and Mt.
c
cordi
is
ally
invit
ed
to
attend
The widow sues air. -Hurley for thinking that Young Hickman took the meet
ings that have many interest- Marvin G. Trowel) of here, went to
the
revo
lver
, but he being the only ing featu
damages, and then sues him for arCairo and were married at the Halires.
resting her. Mackie Worten is the one around there, suapicions were
day house, returning that night. The
aroused, 'end finally it as lear
woman's attorney.
bride lives on Fountain avenue, whil
ned.
Vestryman Elected.
e
so
he charge is made, that lie took
the groom is the son of Mr. Sherman
• In the suit of Hodge brothers
Last evening th congregation of Trowell, the Mechanic
against Eugene Guess and others, the gun and claiming it was his
sburg insurancs
plaintiff was given judgment against property, sold it -to Carl Wells of the Grace Episcopal church held its man.
annu
al meeting during which thee
all defendants except the two Bore - the pressing chili on North Fourth
street near Broadway, Wells giving were chosen the vestrymen to serve
Bans Published.
man's, who are now dead.
for the ensuing twelve months. HereRev. Father Jansen of St. Frances
him $2.4o for the pistol.
Answers were tiled in the thre,
,
tofore the board of Officials has num- de Sales Sunday publ
Yesterday
Ilicktnan
ished the wed- 130 SOUTH THIRD ST.
cases, charging Herman Friedman
happened bered only
1346.9UCAH.
nine
memb
ding
ers,
bans
of
but
Miss
the
back
Kath
in
the city and was arrested
erine Ryan of
and A. M. Leavistat with selling incong
rega
tion
last
Cent
even
ral
ing
City
incr
, and Dr. Louis F. Ilugg
eased
on the charge mentioned. He will
Supt. E. D. Tiner- of the Bridges
toxicants in temperance towns.
this to twelve, and selected the fol- of this city', They marr
Mrs. T. W. Rottinae of oGlconda
y next month street contracting firm, has gone
,
The defendant filed a demurrer in be arraigned before, the police court lowing: M. B. Nash
to
Ill.,
is visiting the faintly of Mr. H.
at
the
,
cent
C.
Whee
ral
K.
ler,
City Catholic church.
Indianapolis, Ind., for a few day+
the snit of Felix G. Rudolph ad- this morning.
Muscoe Burnett, William F. Brad.
W. Rottgering of Rowlandtown.
inini‘tratnr of lone T. Rose, against
shaw, )
11'.. DT. R. A. Hicks, J. E.
4
BOR
N IN WAGON.
the Interstate life Insurance coma••••
Baker, Cook Husbands, Alex Kirkpany. Plaintiff seeks to collect for
land, Ed P. Noble, Lawrence Dallam,
the Rose child, life insuriance held Mary Brown Gave Birth to Child Jos•ph Gardn'er and George Lang
Yesterday in Patrol Wagon.
staff.' The lattet three were the new
by the late Herbert A. Rose in this
ones placed on the board, the other
company.
Mary Brown,7
1
.11rung white girl, inc being re-elected% for another year.
The plaintiff was ordered to show
Sometime soon the vestry meets
cause why he shonld not give bond came here several months ago from
Gilbertsville, Ky., and was employed and elects the president, treasurer,
for probable costs of E. E. Bell
against The Imperial Wheel corn- as a domestic in a well known fam- setretary and other officials.
ily on Jackson between Ninth and
any.
Tent
h streets. She developed into a
1 •. •SMALL BLAZES.
There was dismissed as settled
delic
ate
cond
itio
n
a*
yest
erda
y
the suit of Illinois Central railroad
morning between 3 and- 3 o'clock Roof Partly DestroInd at Kelley
against L. E. Stevenson, wherein
was placed in the patrol wa on by
plaintiff sought to preipnt &Wa
Home Out on Broadway.
t rant Driver John Austin
and sfarted 'to
from further prosecution in
the Riverside hospital for
confinement.
liast evening about to o'clocii a destate court, suits for damages
on Near Ninth street she beca
me a fective flue started a fire in the kitaccount of Stevenson's wiles
death.
There was submitted en demurrer mother, while in the wagon, and Dr. chein of Mrs. E. H. Kelley,'s home at
H. T. Hessig, who lives nearby, watt Twelfth and Broadway, and the blase
the suits of Elden Stone and othe
rs, Pressed into service, maki
ng her 14t was under good headway by time the
against the - cits/'
Paditea,h, for erstrifortable as
possi
ble.
It was a ,dergtirient aired, but they_ _quickly
damages.
boy
baby
,
and
the
child
and
mother extinguished the flames which had
The court had subtnitted to
him were taken to the institutio
41:11041111•411,
6
6 8414111NML.
n, where buned off the roof .on the rear part
the action of Z. T. Gatlin
against she is now confined and,,
of the home. The loss will be sevdoin
g well.
George Gilbert and Henry Arcn
z.
while the little fellow is a lusty and eral hundred dollars.
Judge Evans announced that
Yesterday afternoon late fire starthe healthy rhap. The mother name
d it ed amon
would today grant a temp
gst some trash where dishes
orary in- Austin Terrell lIessig
Brown, after were
junction, to restrain the
being packed, at the old Vaughcityl of Driver John Austin, Offic
er Thad an homestea
,Paducah from interfering
d on North Seventh near
with the Terrell and pr. Hessig
all of whom M'adison.
Fast Tennessee Telephon
Itcaused a loss of about
e company, were so kind to her.
$50.

THREE DAYS' SALE OF

MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNES
DAY.
Now is the time to think of your lin
en
weather is nearly here and white suits suits. Warm
preme,the coming season. These pr will reign suices wAllshow you
some of the great values we are off
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. ering only for
day the regular prices will be applied. After WednesCentury Cloth, made like linen, 12 1-2c.
Morotock Lineene, looks like linen and
wea
Romania Linen Finish Suitings, 36-inch rs like linen, 10c.
wide, 10c.
Zuyoler Lee Lee Linen Suiting 10c.
Embroidery Cloth, soft finish, 15c.
Our No. 10 Linen Suiting, 15c.
Our famous German Linen, non-shrinkab
le, 34 inch wide, white
and all colors, great values at 12 1-2c.

GUTHRIE'S

EX-MAYOR'S SON
ARRESTED HERE

322-324 Broadway.

REVIVAL AT 10TH CLOSE ON SUNDAY
STREET CHURCH

1.

41•110•••........111•10..a•
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• NEMO
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BALDWIN P!ANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
•••

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultur
ed Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.

D. Ii. BALDWIN 8t. CO.
W. T. MILLER,Agent.

520 Broadway,

PADUCAH, BY.

MAIM, RIM ei CO.
Undertakers and Ernba!
mers,

WEAR

4

Lender Lydon's I
$3.00
..SHOES
EVERY PAIR GUARAN
TEED
We Make Shoes to Order
309 Broadway,
Paducah, Ky.

We are now in a position to furnish any
style or kind of vehicle direct from the fa
middleman's profit, as we are the down-t
ctory, thus saving you the
ow
n
ag
en
ts
fo
r
th
e
HA
RDY BUGGIES, made in Paducah, by
workmen and strictly guaranteed.
Vaducah
k

Paduath Saddlery Company

• •

•

Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets

Incorporated.

Paducah, Kentilcq.
goip1Pallr"*.
11
:
1
‘
•

;.

e

1
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GUY NANCE,
NON-VOTERS

eiRE

MANY.

IS A GRAND OLD RULER.

RUST HAVE DIMPLES*

Manager.

grow,
GUY NANCE° "
FiRrn ICE7TLER,

n

A sOstfint.,

NANCr

k ‘Mon
°
and Duelists" Are Barred 4.12 Zaisrflznz /01114% Enjspepor of Am.
WOMAN'S BEAUTY IS NOT 0019 Jane with conviction, "ts a purely se'tent and'Ring Of tHunFlorida-Other Odd `,.•
.
cial process. It's a matter of the right
PLETE WITHOUT THEM.
garY•
Provisions.
man at the right time and It-depend?
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
m th foolish praise
Quite
hei
upon a given' amount of'discritilinsition for Sick and Injured Only.
't Every one of thee. 45 _stateSthszt
for their • Thera Are Betel)
ents That
lisvisned
e p
and averege good looks."
Illifferent law as to voting, and
213 SOUTH T HIRD STREET,
's Ma*No one of her three auditors, oozea tipscialty ortviding This
OLD PHONE 1599.
erisions of these election lews ,opeeste 'Ugh'lest ace. my Pearson
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
Josef, emperor of
fortable in the shade of Henrietta'*
" Now Fashionable
PADUCAH, KY.
to exclude from thp suffrage In olio sine, ilealger
E
334.
NEW
PHON
ot Mowery, rifer V
wide back porch, ventured .either to
Featuf5- , (,
te those who rethin tt ta, another. Atustela aad
i
contest or to indorse this -ebetract i
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)cro 64 etetp64. recap.
car in Now York one day the Other ert.4 leaning
over the library table gaslight 144alayetsatios
IV CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
coVirrirr.
weldn't•IW.Cie post office inspector. fag intently at
a photograph In his
'percolates at times the voice of a weak
'when a rdigherebadlooking accident band.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDV.
He bears toe sowad. of familiar
It was a very attractive yellow bug- amateur tenor. Mrs. Gerard (a young
occurred.
feet.. Hastily sliding the picture un- gy, drawn
, by a 'spirited mare. To a I:Widow) and. Maj. , Devenant (an old
"At Forty-secead tartest a Well- der a
WILL CURE
heap of papers, lie turns to greet pedestrian tolling
p5".11.Iff T
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dressed, middle-aget
undertook to the nevicomee With nifraudfully do...
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most Inviting.
rvatory corner.,
,
eyries himself on leatirtite open car Imitation of
relief. THe speaks.)
"Have a ride?" asked a young man,
Mrs. Gerard—So you really have re- WEAK ARP/SICKLY 'TO P
while It WRS starting,'
after mak"Why...hence Tom, old man! Glad' emerging from a roalside house and turned from
Havana
FECT HEALTH.
Not a drink, but a sessonabie prep ing total) at that corner.
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In it, 1 ma'am I've thought Um mate Casey?" he;woul4 say. awl
:"Alt, there, that you, must have indueed „Csruse
1
"Ili Mae:e4solateW ehtleP4ff
ter .over long ago and yes don't catch Flanagan, how"! , your
, arm getting to come this afternoon—itot Caruso,
marrireent.
MAO ii*likg vest tO
Will be keenli iipOriciatitd
,me homing my Deck ,into any mate,- along?" after which remarks he would
,he has a !drat (hostage
proligoall otitis enjoyment. Me peel- menial noose. Why, I've bees attract- turn to his
after a trial by people who sufcompanion and give ex. patties on with an utemeatting
grin)
rite, shouted and bawled in the over- ed by lots of Oriel sad I always out. tracts
from the biography of Caiwy and Horrid woman!-L-Odercrolvds
fer from! heallachte—lievere or,
her house Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, tee
pies
grew it. What If I'd married one of Finnegan and
bill
menden. =Ira.
their neighbors.
ocitasiehal Or atom
so that one has to sit on bedroom
"He lake
ao hintethat It ssemed 'em before I came out of my trent*?
"Al Irish hereabouts," he said. "I chairs and alweys
They never tdil to
gives hot Minch
Nort hFifth, Both Phone sss.
What's
that? Different from the pres- had a deuce of a time
as if
skies mtet
Aist aching
making them end cold teo—but, as I was saying.
ent serious attack? I am not suffering believe I was
him.
Residence
1041 Clay, Old Phone tees
Irish. My name is Van Why haven't you been to sett
GIVE QUICK
me? •
"People away up Sixth avenue heard from any attack, I tell you.
terore!nger
Wboa, Kitty!"
Maj.
Devenant
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—Yr
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"Yes, I bad Christmas dinner at
RELIEF.
has happy, boisterous ha! has! and
They ?topped before another debit.
to lone%
muse rushing along to see what was Caroline's. She knew my folks were
"And how are ye, Mrs. Flanagan?"
Basing the part in a very few
Mrs: Gerard—I?
all away and '. thought it mighty Woe shouted the young man. "Foine
producing all of the fun.
day
Maj. Devenant—Dldn't you lead me
them
to
of
ask
was
me.
It
mothher
Minutes
to-day
iit. winked at his companion.
"'The pain of having his leg cut ot
to suppose You cared for me? And
has put the poor old gentleman off his er's Invitation, of course. I knew you'd 'How do yo like the brogue?"
didn't you throw me over for that old • Louis and Tennessee River Peekthat—it's
nothing
say
of
sort.
Her
the
"Great,"
head,' wail the sympathetic remark of
answered the other.
fossil? (pause). I beg your pardon.
mother
lovely
woman
is
a
hasn't
and
et company—the cheapest and hese
Having ascertained that Mrs. Flana lot of us who stooi around watching
Mrs., Gerard (complac2ntly)—Don't excursion out of Paducah.
him and listening to his almost vlo- an idea of angling for anyone, espe- agan was well, that (ho "childther"
lent outbreaks of mirth. 'His agony cially for me. I think it's a pretty were likewise and that the robust mention it. He was a foot!.
Med. Devenant And a wealthy one
has made him delirious, poor old chap' state of affairs when people can't ask health of Flanagan pater showed no
Mref. Gerard—Yes; that made such
became the universal verdict as the a fellow to dinner out of simple kind- suns of diminution, the young fugue
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middle-aged man's roars of laughter ness of heart without being suepected anee man collected all that was due a difference (sighs). I used hi call
of deep-laid Flans. And what do you en therFlanagan debit and departed you. Boy then.
grew even louder.
think' t'Arollne had made the mince with a farewell of the most
SIXTH AND 131tOADWAY
'Maj. Devenant (suddenly)—Ohf
Hibernian
"But there was something In the
pies and the salad herself. I never pattern.
Mrs. Gerard—Whater the matter?
Quality of his laughter that puzzled
tasted anything like th(m. I tell you I
TRULPHONE 63.
Maj. Devenant- Nothing.
The next debit was located on a
me, for all that. It sounded to me Ube
like to see a girl take an interest in aide road, more like the bed
Mrs. Gerard—And you used to tall
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
of a tormighty healthy, human, rollicking
things attain the house and it Is all rent than anything else,
Coochee. Dear old days!
me
and rest; good service, g
filled with
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ilttOteritiI! )— good rooms, etc. Boats
the
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.e each
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"I was ever? We are both older and wiset Koger, superintendent; Frank
rome sound of the kind of laughter
Anorney-at-Law
to cook and fuss Amami. She sets so sure I could
never stand such roads. now. Let us be friends just as of Brown, agent.
that proceeds from those in a state of
pink an
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yore?
'
Whoa. there!"
Room ,Ida, 1,
and curls troung her are when she
Paducah.
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old
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Cobugliittl. Rife.
gets interee-ed and excited, so I'll bet
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you out of that fix all right.' she looks e-eat in the kitchen. She—
th,s young man. "Mamma says she handii).
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simply
"Oh, cut it out, Tom. I'm
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sound). You know I al
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Truehart
Attorney.at-Law
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"'Thanks, boys.' he replied, to their aeout her if he wan'ed to, only I don't
for
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while
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Holmes grin, and his compaulon soul pining Away in solitude.
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A Heavy Tire
For Heavy
Riders

A _
Reliable
Drug Store

Cactus Proof

THOROUGHBRED MOTOR CYCLE.
Prises Just Right, Terms Easy. Old Bicycles Tim in Mali .
•

E • MITCHELL,.

Jim Duffy

LOWER BOARD

Pressing and Cleaning

GRAND EXCURSION

M KENTUCKY

ISLAND QUEE'N

WedeNight, Apr.18
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COMEDY—Ur

Thursday, April 19

POLICE FORCE SHIFTED
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Paducah Lodge No. 217,
B. P. O. E.

EYE GLASSES

Properly $I Gold Filled
$2.50
Fitted
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Solid
and /
' $5.00
Adjusted
EYES TESTED FREE

J. L.WOLFF,
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You will have to buy more COAL tbis season. Why not buy

TRADEWATER COAL

Good Paint Cheap
R. W. WALKER & CO.,

Solyou will Ithow where to get1 the BEST COAL for NEXT WINTER?
Both Telephones2 54.
Lumpd- 13c, Nut 12c.
Foot of

01110

Street.

West Kentucky Coal Co.
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